Parent Version

Face coverings are required.

Our student drop-off is in front of the school near the flagpole. Parents are encouraged to pull up into the white-striped area as far as possible.

The STUDENT will exit the car and walk around to the grade level courtyard in the bus loop. The halls are ascending order from Grade 6 to Grade 8 as they walk around to the bus loop.

Students are encouraged to bring their textbooks and school devices daily. They will be allowed to carry their backpacks throughout the day. Backpacks will be allowed to be kept on the back of students’ chair or under their desk. No lockers will be issued at this time. **STUDENTS WILL REPORT TO HOMEROOM ON THE FIRST TWO DAYS.** A master list will be posted on each grade level hall.

**Entry**

All students wanting to eat breakfast will enter through the 6th-grade entrance at 7:30 while maintaining 6 ft social distancing. Students will enter the cafeteria and will be seated by duty personnel in a manner that addressed the guidelines. Students will be dismissed to their designated hallway as they finish eating, students will not be allowed to linger in the cafeteria.

Regular days, students will remain in the courtyard while maintaining social distance, two students per square. Staff will be on duty to monitor interacting. All students will enter the building at 7:50.

Bad weather days, students who are not eating breakfast will enter through their grade level hallways and be escorted to a waiting room. There will be no more than 20 students per room; students will be allowed to use their devices during this time. At 7:55, students will be dismissed to their assigned classroom. Teachers will step into the hallway to assist with the student movement and social distancing as much as possible.

**Dismissal**

Leadership will have the teachers escort students out of the nearest exit door. All students with tutoring on their hall will report directly to that tutoring room at dismissal, maintaining social distancing. If tutoring is on another hall prior pass will be needed to re-enter the building. Students will not be allowed to go up to the main hall. All students will walk around the building to any destination, not on their hall.

**Boys and Girls Club**

All students arriving before 7:30 are required to report to the Boys and Girls Club in the rear of the building pass the basketball court.

The students will remain in the cafeteria until breakfast starts. At that time, the students can stay in the cafeteria for breakfast or exit to the courtyard. The Boys and Girls Club opens at 6:30 am and closes at 6:30 in the afternoon. This service is free for all LORMS students. **The Club opens September 8th, 2020.**

**Transportation**

KISD transportation routes can be viewed online using the link below. Students will be required to wear a face covering when they get on the bus. Due to additional cleanings between tiers, buses may be delayed especially as we adjust to our routes and COVID-19 mitigation protocols. KISD Bus Routes: [https://www.infotfinder.com/ifi/?cid=04743137314](https://www.infotfinder.com/ifi/?cid=04743137314)

**Water**

Students are strongly encouraged to bring a clear water bottle to refill throughout the day.